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Nothing in the Terms shall affect any rights that you, as consumers, have under Irish or EU law that can not be changed or
removed by contract.. As an alternative to arbitration may be an individual act in small amounts to promote claims court in the
country you live (or if a business, your headquarters) or Santa Clara County, California provided that the dispute meets the
requirements of Small Claims Court.. However, if any reason that can not be invoked pursuant to section 14 1 2 c disclaimer for
all or part of the dispute, the arbitration agreement will not use it for this dispute or this part.. Ood can assign These conditions
and all policies freely and other documents published or referenced (including all rights, licenses and obligations), in full or in
part, without notice, for any reason for internal restructuring (mergers or liquidations).. Taiwan Holdings Limited, Taiwan
Branch (Address: 14F, No 66 Sanchong Road, Nangang District, Taipei, 115, Taiwan) and the following conditions apply: (a)
the terms and relationship between you and Yah oo.. We may, in your sole discretion, charge separately or collectively for any
or all of the services you have paid for.

In this case, the consumer arbitration rules AAA (with the exception of rules or procedures) shall govern class actions or
permissions).. Consequently, any of the exceptions and limitations in sections 8 and 9 of the Terms apply to you if you are a
consumer in a country in the EU.. AAA will use arbitration rules for settlement of disputes under these terms, unless you are a
person and use the services for private or private purposes.. In such cases, you and Eid may agree to surrender to the court
personal jurisdiction in Ontario Province and waive any objections to the exercise of jurisdiction over the parties in such courts
and jurisdictions in such courts.
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